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Community Workshop Summary
Introduction
More than 70 community members participated
in the second community workshop for the Old
Auburn Road Complete Streets Plan on Tuesday,
December 17, 2019, at Holy Family Catholic
Church located at 7817 Old Auburn Road in
Citrus Heights.

Project Overview
The City of Citrus Heights has identified Old
Auburn Road as an important corridor for all
Leslie Blomquist, City of Citrus Heights, with a community member
types of transportation and would like to
at the workshop.
improve safety for people driving, riding
bicycles, walking and taking transit. The plan
area includes Old Auburn Road between
Auburn Boulevard and Garry Oak Drive. This
roadway segment was identified in the City’s
Pedestrian Master Plan as a Priority Project
Area. The plan will allow the City to seek
additional funding for design and construction
of the improvements. Project goals include
reducing the number and severity of collisions,
improving intersection safety, reducing vehicle
speeds along the corridor, improving walking
and biking facilities, improving access across
Old Auburn Road, and reducing additional traffic that uses the corridor as a regional cutthrough route and do not live or work locally.

Community Workshop Purpose and Format
The purpose of the second community workshop was to present and obtain feedback on
proposed concept and on the temporary demonstration project improvements that were
implemented along a portion of Old Auburn Road for a nine-day period during the month of
October.
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The workshop began in an “open house” format
with project boards that included maps and
illustrations for attendees to review and
comment on. A brief presentation given by
Adrian Engel, project manager from Fehr &
Peers, began at 5:00 p.m. A summary of the
presentation is as follows:
Actions for the Old Auburn Road Complete
Streets Project
The City and project team are listening to the
needs of the local residents and developing
context sensitive solutions, understanding the
data for travel demand and collision patterns, and
creating a creative and innovative plan that can
be implemented by aligning with potential funding.

Adrian Engel, Fehr and Peers, presenting project information at the
community workshop.

Public Input
The next slide of the presented displayed a graph
of public feedback the City and project team
received at the first workshop in March 2019.
The graph presented input from residents and
community members on what goals they would
like to achieve on Old Auburn Road. For example,
thirty-six community members want less traffic
congestion, twenty want it to be safer for kids to
walk to school and parks, sixteen want Old
Auburn Road to be safer while riding a bike, and
fifteen people would like easier access to their
driveway or local street from the corridor, among
others.
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“Others driving through”
The third slide displayed a map of the project
area showing the percentages of how many
people travel on or through Old Auburn Road
during AM and PM commute trips. During the
morning commute trips, about 62% of trips
using Old Auburn Road start within Citrus
Heights and 26% start to the east of Citrus
Heights in Roseville and Placer County. About
25% of the trips end to the east of Citrus
Heights and 29% end to the west in Sacramento
County.
Approximately 20% of the trips pass through
Citrus Heights without stopping.
During the evening commute trips, about 53% of the trips using Old Auburn Road start in Citrus
Heights and 60% end in Citrus Heights. Approximately 30% of the trips start east of Citrus
Heights and 17% start west of Citrus Heights in Sacramento and Elk Grove. Approximately 16% of
trips pass through Citrus Heights without stopping.
Benefits of a Complete Street for Old Auburn Road
The next slide explained the benefits of a complete street. These include reducing the number of
collisions and conflicts, reducing vehicle speeds, improving walking and biking facilities,
improving access across Old Auburn Road, and reducing regional cut-through travel for those
who do not live or work locally.
Previous Planning
The City has studied this corridor in the past through the Pedestrian Master Plan, which
determined the focus area for the Old Auburn Road Complete Streets Project, a concern from
the public about safety along the corridor for drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists and the
implementation of a complete street on Auburn Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard.
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The Old Auburn Road Experience for People
Walking, Riding and Biking
Engel continued the presentation with the
next three slides, which displayed photos of
existing conditions of sidewalks, bike lanes
and vehicle lanes along the Old Auburn Road
corridor.

Safety Data
The City and the project team conducted
a review of previous collisions along the
corridor to analyze safety including the
number of rear-end collisions attributed
to unsafe speeds and rates involving a
bike and/or pedestrian. Additional data
included:
•

78 collisions included injuries or
fatalities
o 51% were rear-end collisions,
o 38% were due to unsafe speed,
o Eight involved a bicycle,
o Three were fatality collisions,
o 19% were broadside collisions,
o 17% were due to right-of-way violations,
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o
o
o
o

Six involved a pedestrian,
Those involved in three of the collisions were severely injured,
9% were sideswipe collisions, and
12% were due to improper turning.

Old Auburn Road / Fair Oaks Boulevard Crashes
Engel continued the presentation by discussing
collision statistics from 2006 – 2018 at the
intersection of Old Auburn Road and Fair Oaks
Boulevard. Sixteen (16) collisions involved
vehicles making the northbound left turn and
colliding with the planter barriers. Out of the 16
collisions:
•
•
•
•

15 of 16 involved only one vehicle,
Five of 16 occurred during nighttime and
dark conditions,
11 of 16 occurred during rainy and wet conditions, and
5 of 16 occurred due to driver impairment.

Fair Oaks Boulevard Near-Term
Improvement Concept
The near-term improvement concept for the
Fair Oaks Boulevard intersection includes
repairing the planter barriers that were
recently damaged, changing the turn lanes
so that northbound Fair Oaks Boulevard
would have one left turn lane and one right
turn lane, installing additional warning signs
and “Keep Clear” markings at Villa Oak Drive
and Garry Oak Drive.
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Between October 19 and October 27, the City
converted one westbound lane on Old
Auburn Road to a two-way separated
bikeway. The City and project team hosted a
Community Safety Fair on October 19, where
community members and residents could
test out the protected bikeway, which was
separated from moving traffic by plastic
delineators. After testing out the
improvements, community members shared
with the project team that they felt safer
riding on Old Auburn Road and felt safer
sending their kids out to ride in the
separated bikeway.
One of the community concerns was the
potential for traffic to divert from Old Auburn
Road to other local roadways such as Oak
Avenue. Before and during the
demonstration project, the project team
collected data including hourly traffic
volumes on Old Auburn Road, Fair Oaks Boulevard and Oak Ave. The data indicates that there
was a significant decrease in the amount of vehicular travel on Old Auburn and Fair Oaks Blvd,
but that Oak Ave did not see a significant or proportional increase in volumes.
Proposed Cross Section
Engel continued the presentation by
presenting a graphic that depicted what Old
Auburn Road could look like with the
proposed improvements. A sidewalk
separated from the street by trees, a
separated bikeway away from moving traffic
and one vehicle lane in each direction with a
center two-way left turn lane.
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Engel concluded the presentation with the next steps for the project. The City and project team
will continue receiving feedback from the community and answering questions through January.
After that time, the City will present the recommendations to the Planning Commission and City
Council in February. After that time, the City will apply for grant funding for the priority locations
along Old Auburn Road.
Immediately following the presentation, the workshop continued in an open house format
where project team members were available to provide additional information and answer
questions.

Stations
The open house consisted of the following staffed information stations. Full renderings of the
project boards can be found in the appendix.
Project Background and Public Feedback
This station provided an opportunity for community
members to learn more about complete streets, which
are designed to enable safe access for all users,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit
riders of all ages and abilities. It also introduced project
objectives and components, which are listed as follows:
•

•

Project Objectives:
o Improve mobility of pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists and transit riders,
o Create a sense of place and center of
activity,
o Strengthen neighborhood cohesiveness, and
o Stimulate economic developments.
Project Components:
o Develop a multi-modal street plan for Old Auburn Road from Auburn Boulevard to
Fair Oaks Boulevard to enhance safety for people driving, walking and biking.
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This station also highlighted a summary of findings from the previous community outreach and
feedback the team received from community members. Based upon the comments from 94
community members and residents on the
overall objectives for the corridor, a large
percentage were interested in having less traffic
congestion and safer conditions for children and
others who want to walk or bike along the
corridor.
Safety
This station presented crash data and existing
transportation conditions on the corridor.
Existing conditions include safety concerns such
as excessive speeding, inadequate bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure, and a history of
collisions. The City has been collecting collision
information and reviewing the statistics and
trends along the Old Auburn Road corridor.
During the time period analyzed, fifty-one (51)
percent of all collisions along Old Auburn Road
were rear-end collisions and 38% were due to
unsafe speed. This is much higher than the citywide average where 42% of collisions are rear
end.
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The collision statistics from 2006 – 2018 at the intersection of Old Auburn Road and Fair Oaks
Boulevard include:
•

•
•
•
•

16 total collisions involving vehicles making
the northbound left-turn and colliding with
the planter barriers,
15 of the sixteen collisions involved only
one vehicle,
11 of the sixteen occurred during rainy /
wet conditions,
Five of sixteen occurred during nighttime /
dark conditions, and
Five of sixteen occurred due to drive
impairement.

This station also highlighted recommended near-term
improvement concepts for the intersection include warning
signs to slow traffic for the turn, changing the turn lanes
northbound Fair Oaks Boulevard to having one left turn lane
and one right turn lane, additional warning signs for wet
conditions, and “Keep Clear” markings at Villa Oak Drive and
Garry Oak Drive.
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This station explained what the demonstration project was and how the City implemented the
temporary potential improvements. The City converted one westbound lane on Old Auburn
Road into a two-way separated bikeway. This change also included reducing the lanes at the Old
Auburn Road and Fair Oaks Boulevard
intersection to one northbound left-turn lane. As
part of the demonstration project, traffic was
monitored during the weeklong period to collect
data and better understand the effects of
removing one lane of traffic on the corridor. To
kick-off the demonstration project, the City
hosted a Community Safety Fair on October 19.
Through traffic data collection and interactions
with community members and residents,
findings from the demonstration project
included:
•
•
•
•

Community members felt safer riding a
bike on Old Auburn Road and felt safer letting their kids ride in the separated bikeway,
A 10% reduction of vehicle traffic during commute hours,
Traffic patterns remained the same as before the demonstration during non-commute
hours, and
Traffic on Oak Avenue did not increase significantly during the demonstration.

Throughout the duration of the workshop, community members were able to view an aerial
video of the corridor that was taken during the temporary improvements in October 2019. The
video can be viewed at the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeESsnw5So&feature=youtu.be
Project Corridor
Community members
were able to view maps
which depicted the
proposed concept for Old
Auburn Road between
Auburn Boulevard and
Garry Oak Drive with the
potential improvements
shown.

Map #1
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Map #1 included part of the study corridor from Auburn Boulevard to Sunrise Boulevard. The
map presented how the corridor would be configured with potential improvements.
Map #2 included part of the study corridor from Sunrise Boulevard to Garry Oak Drive. The map
presented the proposed corridor improvements with two options for the intersection of Old Map #2
Auburn Road and Fair Oaks Drive. Map #2 created a dialogue for community members to
discuss the high level of crashes at the intersection of Old Auburn/Fair Oaks which occurred in
the recent months leading up to the workshop.
Community members provided input through post-it notes and below are key themes from their
feedback:
Focus Area - Intersection at Old Auburn / Fair
Oaks Boulevard
Community members would like to see
locations for U-turns at various intersections
along the Old Auburn Road corridor, and they
had concerns about collisions at the
intersection of Glen Tree Drive near the
preschools. Community members would like to
see locations for U-turns at various
intersections along the Old Auburn Road
corridor, and they had concerns about collisions
at the intersection of Glen Tree

Rebecca Shafer, Fehr and Peers, talking with a
community member at the workshop.

Community members would like to see a
dedicated left turn lane into and out of the State Farm
business complex off of Old Auburn Road between Chipmunk Way and Fair Oaks Boulevard. They
do not want to see the proposed median on Old Auburn Road.
Community members would like to maintain left turns in and out of the driveways east of
Sunrise Boulevard on Old Auburn Road.
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Some community members commented they would like to keep two vehicular lanes on Old
Auburn Road through Fair Oaks Boulevard with
a single left and right turn from northbound Fair
Oaks Blvd. These same community members
think it is a good idea for Fair Oaks Boulevard to
be one lane turning right and one lane turning
left, but do not want to see any lane reductions
on Old Auburn Road.
Community members find it difficult to access
Old Auburn Road from local streets such as
Chipmunk Way and Garry Oak Dr. Others also
expressed concern turning from Woodchuck
onto Fair Oaks Boulevard. Others commented
Mary Poole, City of Citrus Heights, talking with Dan, Allison with
they would like to see a turn lane from Garry
San Juan Unified School District.
Oak Drive to Old Auburn Road. A large number of
drivers tend to cut the corner onto Garry Oak Drive from Old Auburn Road and community
members suggest adding a raised median.
Community members also suggest creating a bicycle route through the Old Auburn Road and
Fair Oaks Boulevard intersection that features protected bikeways.
Additional comments not related to the project from community members also included that
they would like to relocate the sidewalk at Glen Tree Drive and Old Auburn Road because of the
preschool.
Entire Corridor - Old Auburn Road from Auburn Boulevard to Garry Oak Drive
Community members would like to keep street parking for Pioneer Baptist Church along the
corridor.
Residents and community members suggest adding a signal for the crosswalk at Tiara Way.
Community members find it hard to access Old Auburn Road heading east to Sunrise Boulevard.
Feedback from community members include that westbound Old Auburn Road needs a right
turn lane onto Sidney and Leonard.
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These project boards displayed the types and
benefits of buffered bikeways that could be
implemented on Old Auburn Road and the proposed
cross section. A separated bikeway is a facility
exclusively for bikes, separated from the roadway.
They make less-confident riders feel more
comfortable cycling on busy roadways. There are
many different types of buffers which may consist of
flexible posts, planter boxes, or raised medians, to
name a few.
The proposed cross section includes separated
sidewalks, buffered bikeways, one vehicular lane in
each direction with a two-way left turn lane.
Community members were able to provide
feedback on which separated bikeway buffer types
they support. Community members comments on
the proposed buffer types are summarized below:
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Community members were equally divided on the use of flexible posts as a bikeway
buffer.

Planter Box
•

A large number of community members support the planter box as a separated bikeway
buffer compared to community members who do not support this option.

Additional comments
•

Use bioswales for drainage and planting strips to provide tree clearance for cars.
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A slight majority of community members support the option of a raised median
compared to those who oppose it.

Operations
Community members were able to view videos of
the traffic simulations side-by-side to show
operations and congestion during the peak hours
of traffic both with and without the complete
street concept in place. They presented what
exists on the corridor today and the traffic
conditions with the potential lane reduction in
place as part of the Complete Streets Plan.
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Information on the level of service was provided at several intersections along the Old Auburn
Road study corridor. Level of service is the measure of how signals and traffic are performing
during peak commute hours. For signalized
intersections, level of service is reported as the
overall delay per vehicle. This board also displayed
the comparison of delays with the existing
conditions on the corridor currently and what it
could be with the potential improvements.
Community members were provided with traffic
counts on Old Auburn Road during morning
commute trips and evening commute trips. During
the morning commute trips, about 62% of trips
using Old Auburn Road start within Citrus Heights
and 26% start to the east of Citrus Heights in
Roseville and Placer County. About 25% of the trips
end to the east of Citrus Heights and 29% end to
the west in Sacramento County.
Approximately 20% of the trips pass through Citrus
Heights without stopping.
During the evening commute trips, about 53% of
the trips using Old Auburn Road start in Citrus
Heights and 60% end in Citrus Heights.
Approximately 30% of the trips start east of Citrus
Heights and 17% start west of Citrus Heights in
Sacramento and Elk Grove. About 16% of trips pass
through Citrus Heights without stopping.
Through these results, the City and the project team can see the number of people using Old
Auburn Road to travel in and out of Citrus Heights, where trips start and stop and the level of
cut-through traffic for people who do not work or live locally. This will determine the level of
service that the corridor needs to perform to accommodate traffic numbers and how this relates
to the potential improvements.
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Community member were able to provide
feedback through a general comment card. Below
is a summary of the feedback received:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

I live on Coral Oak. The intersection of Old
Auburn Road and Coral Oak has seen
several accidents. Usually speed or
weather-related. If there is room, perhaps
a left-turn lane would help, along with
enforcing the speed and issuing more
tickets.
Stuart Hodgkins, City of Citrus Heights, interacting with community
I live on Ellen Lane off of Sidney Drive,
members at the workshop.
adjacent to Old Auburn Road. I have heard
more about the Fair Oaks planters than
along the rest of the road and it concerns
me. The accident numbers for vehicles are
high, and low for pedestrians and bicyclists
because people rarely walk or bike along
Old Auburn Road.
Start improvements on the end of the road
with the most safety concerns.
Westbound Old Auburn Road from
Northbound Fair Oaks Boulevard needs
Casey Kampenaar, City of Citrus Heights, interacting with
better lighting and reflectors on the
community members at the workshop.
planters.
Driveways should be painted red at homes and churches along Old Auburn Road.
Lower the speed limit on Oak westbound from Hazel.
We need improvements to create safe right-hand turns from westbound Old Auburn
Road onto Sidney and Leonard.
Planter strips need to be installed with bioswales to turn stormwater into the soil
reducing runoff. There are experts in this field that can assist in the design and plant
selection. Please do not put conventional landscapes in the planter areas.
I prefer a raised median for the bike lane.
Reducing the number of lanes on Old Auburn between Sunrise & Fair Oaks Blvd. would
probably reduce the speed of travel because it would create a backup of cars, especially
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•

at peak travel. Old Auburn between Sunrise & Sylvan and between Fair Oaks Blvd. &
Wachtel Way experience this now. The reason to change to help alleviate additional
traffic that use it as a cut-through route seems to be invalidated by the research data
that showed a smaller percentage traveling through. The largest percentage was using it
that lived in the area and thus are most effected by the proposed changes. The backup
that the reduced lanes cause just add to the problem of accessing the adjacent
neighborhoods it borders. It is already difficult enough at times to get out of these
neighborhoods. The proposed changes will just make this worse. The idea of adding bike
lanes to make travel by bike easier and safer sounds like a good one, but I from firsthand
experience (because I live there and travel the roadway on a daily basis) do not see a lot
of bikes using the roadway now. The old adage that "build it and they will come" doesn't
always hold true and at whose expense? We might spend a whole lot of time and money
on something that only benefits a few at the expense of many. If funds are very limited
and the project is to proceed in stages, then might it be best to start on the Old Auburn
side to the west between Sunrise & Sylvan. That section is in dire need of something
because presently it has no sidewalks or bike paths and it is already narrowed to two
lanes, so the impact won't be as great.
We own the property across the street from Holy Family Catholic Church 7820 and 7828
Old Auburn Road. We are very concerned that you would be interested in taking our
Frontage which would leave our house closer to the road. We will be marketing the
property again in Spring and hope to work with the city and a developer to bring in a
development that would allow for setbacks in sidewalks.

Notification
A direct mail notification was sent more than 1,600 residents, living within a 1,000-foot radius of
the project area. An initial email notification and two reminder emails were sent to more than
400 community members through the Citrus Heights database.
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Jurisdictions, agencies, organizations, transit operators, and local
businesses shared information regarding the community workshop
through e-mail notifications, website updates, and social media posts.
The following groups shared information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mesa Verde High School
CHASE Neighborhood Association
San Juan Unified School District
Sunrise Recreation and Park District
Orangevale Recreation and Park District
Holy Family Catholic Church
Holy Family Elementary School
Auburn Oaks Senior Living
Sunrise Oak Apartments
Leatherby’s Family Creamery

•
•

•
•
•
•

Citrus Heights
Terrace
Citrus Heights
Crime Watch
Community
Notification Flier
Citrus Heights
Happenings
Citrus Heights POOCH
City of Citrus Heights
Citrus Heights Police Department

Media Coverage
•

•
•

“Citrus Heights Sentinel” (https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/12/15/city-to-holdpublic-workshop-on-plan-for-old-auburn-road/
https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/31/city-says-its-evaluating-results-of-roaddiet-test-on-old-auburn-road/ ) & https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/17/onelane-of-old-auburn-road-to-be-closed-for-9-day-road-diet-demo/)
ABC 10 (https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2019/12/18/citrus-heights-dangerousintersection/)
CBS 13 (https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2019/12/18/citrus-heights-dangerousintersection/)
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Attendees were asked to share how they heard about the event. Below is a summary of their
responses.
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Board Displays
Comment Card
Fact sheet
Flier
PowerPoint
Media articles (ABC10, CBS13, “Citrus Heights Sentinel”)
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Old Auburn Road

Complete Streets Plan

Project Background
What is a “Complete Street”?

Complete streets are designed to enable SAFE access for all users, including pedestrians
bicyclists, motorists, and transit riders of all ages and abilities
Project Objectives

Project Components

• Improve safety for all modes
• Improve mobility of pedestrians, bicyclists,

motorists, and transit
• Create a sense of place and a center of activity
• Strengthen neighborhood cohesiveness

• Develop multi-modal streetscape master plan
for Old Auburn Road from Sylvan Road/Auburn Boulevard to Garry Oaks Drive

How to Help
Give your
input
tonight!

&

Spread
the
Word!

Contact Information:
Leslie Blomquist
Principal Civil/Traffic Engineer
LBlomquist@citrusheights.net
(916) 727-4770
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Safety for people walking
and biking was also expressed
as a major concern

Public’s primary concern is
related to recent increases
in traffic congestion

to be
easier to
walk across

11

to have
fewer traffic
collisions

10

I want Old Auburn Road...

6
to take less
time to drive
from one end
to the other

This chart summarizes the feedback we received from 94 participants at Community Workshop #1, held March 26, 2019.

Public Feedback
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Complete Streets Plan

Old Auburn Road

Old Auburn Road

Complete Streets Plan
Unsafe Speed & Rear-End Collisions

Collision Statistics

Overview

This data is for the years 2013-2017 from the Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS),
managed by the Safe Transportation Research and Education Center (SafeTREC) at the University of California, Berkeley. Crash data include only those crashes that resulted in an injury or
fatality and do not include crashes that resulted in property damage only.

Old Auburn Road
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Rear-End Collisions
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This map shows injury collisions (source: SWITRS, 2006-2018) and
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Collision Statistics (2006-2018):

Many of the collisions that occurred at Old Auburn Road/Fair Oaks Boulevard involved vehicles that were making the
northbound left-turn from Fair Oaks Boulevard onto Old Auburn Road.

Old Auburn/Fair Oaks Intersection: Collision Statistics
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Sources:
1. https://www.sacog.org/news/pilot-projectsgive-communities-preview-changes

Hourly Volumes before and during Demonstration

There was a reduction of vehicular traffic along Old Auburn Road during commute
hours. During non-commute hours, traffic volumes were consistent with conditions
without the demonstration. Traffic on Oak Avenue did not increase significantly during
the demonstration.

During the demonstration project, KIDS FELT SAFE riding on Old Auburn Road. Not
only that, but their PARENTS FELT SAFE with them riding on the busy road.
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“People could ride in a temporary bike lane created for the pilot as well as a pedestrian
safety class, and some family fun activities drew a steady stream of visitors1”.

What Happened

19:00

What We Did

For one week in October, we replaced one westbound vehicle lane on Old Auburn Road with a two-way separated bikeway.
This included reducing the lanes at Old Auburn Road/Fair Oaks Boulevard to one northbound left-turn lane.

20:00

Garry Oak Drive to Glen Tree Drive

21:00

October 19-27, 2019
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Demonstration Project

Hourly Volume (Vehicles)
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Separated Bikeways
A separated bikeway is a bicycle facility that is physically separated
A separated bikeway is a bicycle facility that is physically separated
from vehicle traffic by both a horizontal and vertical buffer.
from vehicle traﬃc by both a horizontal and vercal buﬀer.
Separated bikeways make less confident riders feel more
Separated bikeways make less conﬁdent riders feel more
comfortable using busy roadways.
comf ortable using busy roadways.
Some options
verticalfor
buffers
include:
Someforopons
vercal
buﬀers include:
• Raised Medians
• Raised Medians
• Flexible •Posts
Flexible Posts
• Planter Boxes
• Planter Boxes
• Planter Islands
• Planter Islands
• Parked Cars
• Parked Cars

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Separated
Sidewalk

Separated
Bikeway

One Lane In Each Direction
With Left Turn Lane

Raised
Buffer

Proposed Cross Section For Old Auburn Road

Planter
Strip
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Old Auburn Road

Place
Stickers
Here

Place
Stickers
Here

Place
Stickers
Here

Support

Low

Maintenance Costs:

High

Installation Costs:

Raised Median

High
Maintenance Costs:
High

Installation Costs:

Planter Box

Medium

Maintenance Costs:

Low

Installation Costs:

Flexible Post

Place a sticker next to each buffer type to share your input:

Place
Stickers
Here

Place
Stickers
Here

Place
Stickers
Here

Do Not Support

A seperated bikeway is a facility exclusively for bikes, separated from the adjacent roadway with both a horizontal and vertical
element. Separated bikeways make less-confident riders feel more comfortable cycling on busy roadways.

Separated Bikeways
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Old Auburn Road

Existing Conditions

Complete Streets Plan

Traffic simulations show operations and queuing during peak hour conditions.
They are created to model what exists today and conditions with the lane
reduction in place.

Simulation Models
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Old Auburn Road
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LOS / Delay (s)
Road Diet (ExisƟng Volumes)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

Based on methodologies described in the Highway Capacity Manual, 6th EdiƟon (Transporta on Research Board, 2017).
"Signal" represents intersec ons opera ng with a traﬃc signal, whereas "SSSC" represents intersec ons opera on with side-street stopcontrol
"LOS" means "level of service." For signalized intersec ons, LOS is reported as the overall average delay in seconds per vehicle. The
same is reported for side-street stop-controlled intersec ons, but the worst movement delay and LOS is also reported in parentheses.

Signal

2 Mariposa Av/Old Auburn Rd

Control
Signal

IntersecƟon

1 Sylvan Rd/Auburn Bl-Old Auburn Rd

ID

Level of Service (LOS)
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Who is using Old Auburn Road?
The following travel trends were identified using location information from GPS and traffic counts:
AM Commute Trips (6AM to 10AM)

PM Commute Trips (3PM to 7PM)

About 62% of the trips using Old Auburn Road start within Citrus Heights,
and 26% start to the east of Citrus Heights (Folsom and Placer County).

About 53% of the trips using Old Auburn Road start in Citrus Heights and 60% end in Citrus Heights.

About 25% of the trips end to the east of Citrus Heights, 29% end to the west in Sacramento County.

Approximately 30% of the trips start east of Citrus Heights and 17% start in west of Citrus Heights (Sacramento
and Elk Grove).

Approximately 20% of the trips pass through Citrus Heights

About 16% of the trips pass through Citrus Heights.
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Old Auburn Road Complete Streets Plan

Comment Card
Please share your thoughts, comments, or questions:

Name:					Phone:

You can submit your comments to staff

Email:

today, by mail, by fax (916) 442-1186, or

How did you hear about this meeting?

email to tcoover@aimconsultingco.com

Place
postage
stamp
here

AIM Consulting, Inc.
2523 J Street, Suite 202
Sacramento, CA 95816

OLD AUBURN ROAD
COMPLETE STREETS PLAN

Reduce conflicts

•

Improve intersection safety

•

Reduce vehicle speeds

•

Improve walking/biking
facilities

•

Improve access across Old
Auburn

•

Reduce cut-through travel

REDUCING NUMBER OF LANES

•

•

Reduce excessive speeds and
focus the use of Old Auburn
Road for neighborhood access.
Alleviate additional traffic that
use the corridor as a regional
cut-though route and do not
live or work locally.

SEPARATED BIKEWAYS

•

•

Create connections to
schools, parks, and existing
trails for people biking.
Create separation between
vehicles and allows riders
of all ages and abilities
to safely ride along the
corridor.

Garry Oak Dr
Antelope Rd

d
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d
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Fair Oak Blvd

•

Sunrise Blvd

Reduce number of collisions

Auburn Blvd

•

PLAN AREA MAP

PROJECT GOALS

Oak Ave

SEPARATED SIDEWALKS

•

•

Create safer routes to
schools and parks for local
residents.
Separation from traffic
reduces the potential for
pedestrians to be hit by
cars and creates a more
comfortable place to walk.

www.citrusheights.net/OldAuburnCompleteStreets |     OldAuburnCS@citrusheights.net

OLD AUBURN ROAD
COMPLETE STREETS PLAN

Community
Workshop #2

TUESDAY
December 17
4:30–6:30 pm

Antelope Rd
Fair Oak Blvd
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u
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Sunrise Blvd

Mariposa Ave

d

nR

r
bu

Holy Family Catholic Church, St. Joseph Hall
7817 Old Auburn Road
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
A brief presentation will begin at 5:00 p.m.

Oak Ave

Stop by anytime to learn more about potential
corridor improvements and provide feedback on
the temporary road improvements that were on
Old Auburn Road for a two-week period during the
month of October.
The City of Citrus Heights has identified Old Auburn
Road as an important corridor for all types of
transportation and would like to improve safety for
people driving, riding bicycles, walking and taking
transit. The plan area includes Old Auburn Road
between Auburn Boulevard and Garry Oak Drive.

RSVP: www.OldAuburnRoadCS.eventbrite.com
QUESTIONS: OldAuburnCS@citrusheights.net
http://www.citrusheights.net/OldAuburnCompleteStreets

OLD AUBURN ROAD
COMPLETE STREET
PLAN

December 17, 2019

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Actions for the OARCS Project
• Listening to the needs of the local residents and
implementing context sensitive solutions
• Understanding the data for travel demand and
collision patterns
• Being creative and innovative
• Creating a plan that can be implemented and
aligns with funding
Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Public Input

(sample size: 94 residents)

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

“Others driving through”

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Benefits of a Complete Street for Old Auburn Road
• Reduce number of collisions
• Reduce conflicts
• Reduce vehicle speeds
• Improve walking and biking
facilities
• Improve access across Old Auburn
• Reduce cut-through travel
Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Previous Planning
• Pedestrian Master Plan
focus area
• Public perception of
safety
• Complete streets on
Auburn Blvd and
Sunrise Blvd
Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

The Old Auburn Road Experience for People Walking

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

The Old Auburn Road Experience for People Riding

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

The Old Auburn Road Experience for People Driving

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Safety Data
• Rear-end collisions
• Unsafe speeds
• Lower rate of
bike/pedestrian
collisions
• Pedestrian
fatalities
Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Old Auburn Road / Fair Oaks Boulevard Crashes

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Fair Oaks Blvd Near-Term Improvement Concept
• Planter barriers are being repaired
• Northbound Fair Oaks Boulevard concept
has one left turn lane and one right turn lane
• Additional warning signs are being
considered
• “Keep Clear” markings at Villa Oak Dr. and
Garry Oak Dr.

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Demonstration Project
• Between October 19th - 27th
• Converted west bound lane
to two-way separated
bikeway
• Kids and families felt safe
riding on Old Auburn Road
• Traffic was monitored
during and before to
understand the effects
Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Demonstration Project

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Proposed Cross Section

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Next Steps
• Receive feedback and answer questions
• Finalize the recommendations and plan
• Council February or march
• Apply for grant funding for priority location

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

Enjoy the open
house

Old Auburn Road Complete Street Plan

City to close one lane of Old Auburn Rd for 9-day experiment - Citrus Heights Sentinel
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City to close one lane of Old Auburn Rd for 9-day
experiment
on October 17, 2019

https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/17/one-lane-of-old-auburn-road-to-be-closed-for-9-day-road-diet-demo/[1/27/2020 11:06:02 AM]

City to close one lane of Old Auburn Rd for 9-day experiment - Citrus Heights Sentinel

A traffic sign announces upcoming temporary roadway changes on Old Auburn Road, near Fair
Oaks Boulevard. // CH Sentinel

Sentinel staff report–
Beginning this Saturday, one lane on a portion of westbound Old Auburn Road
near the problematic intersection with Fair Oaks Boulevard will be closed and
temporarily replaced with a multi-use path for pedestrians and bicyclists. The
change is part of several roadway modifications the city is considering
implementing to address traffic and safety issues along the roadway.
Related: Ideas abound for improving problem stretch of Old Auburn Road
Leslie Blomquist, principal civil engineer for the city, said the purpose of the
temporary road changes is to address resident concerns expressed at a
community workshop held in March, part of the city’s current effort to develop
an Old Auburn Road Complete Streets Plan.
“[W]e heard from members of the community that they wanted increased
pedestrian safety, increased bicycle safety, slower vehicular speeds, easier
access to driveways and local roads, fewer collisions, etc., along this roadway
corridor,” Blomquist told The Sentinel in an email, referencing the section of
Old Auburn from Garry Oak to Sylvan Corners. She also said concerns about
a high number of vehicles colliding with planter boxes at the intersection of Fair

https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/17/one-lane-of-old-auburn-road-to-be-closed-for-9-day-road-diet-demo/[1/27/2020 11:06:02 AM]

City to close one lane of Old Auburn Rd for 9-day experiment - Citrus Heights Sentinel

Oaks Boulevard and Old Auburn Road led the city to look into possible ways to
reduce collisions.
“Based on community feedback, traffic studies, traffic data and observations,
the concept of a ‘road diet’ came to the forefront as a potential improvement
along the corridor to address the majority of these concerns/requests,”
Blomquist said. A “road diet” refers to the re-allocation of a vehicular lane for
non-vehicle use.
“Because the city has not implemented the concept of a road diet before, we
felt a short term demonstration project would be a good first step,” she said.
The changes will include the closure of one westbound lane on a quarter-mile
section of Old Auburn Road, from Garry Oak Drive to Glen Tree Drive. The
unused lane will then be converted into a two-way multi-use path, which will
extend an existing multi-use trail along Old Auburn that currently ends at Garry
Oak Drive.
Blomquist said the lane closure and path extension will be in place 24 hours a
day, from Oct. 19-27, with removal slated to occur during the day on Oct. 28.
More in City Hall:

Another temporary change will be the elimination of one of the two left turn
lanes on Fair Oaks Boulevard, at the intersection with Old Auburn Road.
Blomquist said the lane will instead be turned into a right-turn lane.
While the temporary roadway changes are in place, Blomquist said the city will

Plan to renovate,
expand 15-acre
Citrus Heights
shopping center
moves forward
January 26, 2020

be collecting traffic data and conducting observations at the intersection of Old
Auburn Road and Fair Oaks Boulevard, as well as on surrounding roadways
“to see how this potential improvement may affect adjacent roadways.”
Want to share your thoughts on the roadway changes? Click here to submit a
letter to the editor.
Additional information about the roadway changes will be presented during a
Community Safety Fair, slated for 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Oct. 19 to kick off the
temporary changes. The event will be held at Grace Church of Sacramento,

The Civic Minute:
What’s

located at 8071 Old Auburn Rd.

https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/17/one-lane-of-old-auburn-road-to-be-closed-for-9-day-road-diet-demo/[1/27/2020 11:06:02 AM]

City to close one lane of Old Auburn Rd for 9-day experiment - Citrus Heights Sentinel

happening at
Citrus Heights
City Hall?
January 23, 2020

Blomquist said the fair will include bike and pedestrian safety activities as well
as demonstrations and opportunities for residents to provide feedback.
Attendees will also have an opportunity to check out a fire truck, tour a
SmartRide bus and get a free bike helmet, according to an event flier.
If you plan to go:
Community Safety Fair

Court seeks
volunteers to
serve on
Sacramento
County Grand
Jury
January 23, 2020

10 a.m. – 1 p.m.
October 19, 2019
8071 Old Auburn Rd.
Citrus Heights, CA
Print this article

Support our local advertisers
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City says it's evaluating results of 'road diet' test on Old Auburn Road - Citrus Heights Sentinel
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City says it’s evaluating results of ‘road diet’ test on
Old Auburn Road
on October 31, 2019

https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/31/city-says-its-evaluating-results-of-road-diet-test-on-old-auburn-road/[1/27/2020 11:16:03 AM]

City says it's evaluating results of 'road diet' test on Old Auburn Road - Citrus Heights Sentinel

One lane of Old Auburn Road was temporarily replaced with a bike lane from Oct. 19-27, as part
of a city experiment to identify “potential improvements” related to safety. // CH Sentinel

Sentinel staff report–
The City of Citrus Heights is currently evaluating results of a controversial
nine-day experiment on Old Auburn Road that concluded on Oct. 28.
Related: City closes one lane of Old Auburn Road for 9-day experiment
The temporary changes, referred to by the city as a “road diet,” replaced one
westbound lane of Old Auburn Road with a bike lane. The city also eliminated
one of two left-turn lanes at the intersection of Fair Oaks Boulevard and turned
it into a right-turn lane onto Old Auburn Road.
Leslie Blomquist, principal civil engineer with the City of Citrus Heights, told
The Sentinel in an email on Tuesday that the city collected data during the
experiment through in-person observations, drone footage, video footage and
traffic counts with speed.
“Currently, we are evaluating and summarizing the data, which will be
presented at the next Old Auburn Road Complete Streets Plan Community
Workshop,” Blomquist said. A date has not yet been scheduled for the
workshop, but it is anticipated to take place before the end of the year, she

https://citrusheightssentinel.com/2019/10/31/city-says-its-evaluating-results-of-road-diet-test-on-old-auburn-road/[1/27/2020 11:16:03 AM]

City says it's evaluating results of 'road diet' test on Old Auburn Road - Citrus Heights Sentinel

said.
The temporary changes went into effect on Oct. 19 and drew a mixed reaction
on social media and in letters to the editor published in The Sentinel, many of
whom complained about increased congestion due to the loss of one lane.
Blomquist said the temporary changes were put in place as a “potential
improvement” for addressing safety issues that were brought up in a prior
community meeting held earlier this year.
Blomquist said the city has targeted the Old Auburn Road corridor due to
“challenging transportation conditions” which she said include speeding as well
as “inadequate bicycle, pedestrian and transit infrastructure, angled
intersections and a history of collisions.”
“The goal of the week-long temporary improvements was to demonstrate how
a ‘road diet’ might be able to address the community identified challenges
listed above,” she said in an email.
Old Auburn Road is currently being studied as the city develops a
comprehensive plan for the street, known as the Old Auburn Road Complete
Streets Plan.
From March: Ideas abound for improving problem stretch of Old Auburn Road
The city’s first workshop addressing the Old Auburn Road Complete Streets
Plan was held on March 26 at Holy Family Church and was attended by about
100 people. Information about the heavily trafficked stretch of roadway from
Sylvan Corners to the Roseville border was visually presented, and feedback
was obtained from residents.
As previously reported on The Sentinel, a popular interactive aspect of the
workshop was a pair of long aerial maps of Old Auburn Road, where attendees
could place sticky notes to point out problems or suggest solutions.
Requests to add continuous sidewalks were a popular suggestion, as were
complaints about speeding and requests for more police presence in various
spots. The oft-hit wall at the intersection of Old Auburn Road and Fair Oaks
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Boulevard was also noted as a problem area — although specific suggestions
for how to improve it were not noted in sticky notes.
“Make it 2 lanes with bike lanes + sidewalks,” read one note. “How about some
roundabouts,” another wrote. New traffic signals were also suggested outside
Holy Family Catholic Church, as well as at Bonita Way.
More in City Hall:

The city also provided data showing a total of 78 injury collisions were reported
along Old Auburn Road from 2013 to 2017, three of which were fatal. Eight
involved a bicycle and six involved a pedestrian.
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All three fatal collisions occurred at the intersection of Old Auburn Road and
Sunrise Boulevard, which also has been the location of the majority of all injury
collisions along Old Auburn Road.
Around 19,000 vehicles travel along Old Auburn Road each day, according to
the city’s average daily traffic data for the stretch of road between Sylvan
Corners and Mariposa Avenue. That has earned that section of Old Auburn
Road a “Level of Service” rating of “F,” which is the worst operating conditions
possible on the scale of A-F.
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Other portions of Old Auburn Road have better ratings, with the section of
roadway near Wachtel Way earning a “C” grade. City traffic data shows a
much lower average daily traffic count of 13,850 between Fair Oaks Boulevard
and the northern city limits.
A $190,000 Caltrans grant provided the majority of funds for developing the
plan, with Fehr & Peers awarded the contract for developing the Old Auburn
Road Complete Streets Plan last year. The final plan for Old Auburn Road is
anticipated to be complete by February 2020.
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Additional maps and information can be found on the city’s website.
Want to share your thoughts on how to improve Old Auburn Road? Click
here to submit a letter to the editor for publication.
Print this article
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City to hold public workshop on plan for Old Auburn
Road
on December 15, 2019
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A nine-day “road diet” experiment implemented by the City of Citrus Heights temporarily replaced
one lane of Old Auburn Road with a turn lane. // CH Sentinel

Sentinel staff report–
The City of Citrus Heights will be hosting a community workshop this Tuesday,
Dec. 17, where residents are invited to provide feedback on temporary
roadway modifications that were implemented on Old Auburn Road in October.
The meeting will be held at Holy Family Catholic Church from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m., located at 7817 Old Auburn Road in Citrus Heights. A short presentation
is scheduled to begin at 5 p.m., according to an event flier.
From Oct. 19 to 28, the City temporarily modified lanes at the intersection as
part of a nine-day “road diet” experiment in October, which caused an
More in City Hall:

uproar from drivers upset about increased traffic for vehicles.
The experiment included reducing the two left-turn lanes from Fair Oaks onto
Old Auburn down to one lane and creating a dedicated right-turn lane instead.
Old Auburn Road was also reduced down to one lane, with the second lane
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replaced by a bike lane.
The road-diet experiment and upcoming workshop are part of the development
of a plan the city is working on to improve traffic safety on Old Auburn Road,
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known as the Old Auburn Road Complete Streets Plan.
A prior workshop was held in March, where residents provided feedback on
problem areas of the roadway and suggested possible improvements.
From March: Ideas abound for improving problem stretch of Old Auburn Road
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City Communications Officer Nichole Baxter told The Sentinel that all
community members are invited to the upcoming workshop, “especially those
who experienced our temporary improvements to Old Auburn Road in
October.” Opportunities will be available to give feedback and learn more
about improvements being considered for the roadway, she said.
Following the workshop, city staff will compile feedback and research and
begin finalizing a plan by February 2020. The plan will then go before the
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Planning Commission, followed by final consideration by the City Council.
Want to share your own thoughts about improving Old Auburn Road? We
publish every letter received. Submit a letter to the editor or opinion column for
publication: Click here
Print this article
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